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2020:

You work on the front lines
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2021:
Jean-Gabriel Bankier
Managing Director, bepress

2020:
How have we seen you working with amazing efficiency
during this time?
• Getting relevant research out
• Moving cancelled activities online
• Capturing history as it happens
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2022:

• Efficiently provide a comprehensive digital view of research output
• Data management (in all its forms) going digital
• Increasing digital access to physical artifacts and supporting multi-media,
born-digital projects
• Modernizing digital journals to support multimedia outputs, streamline
operations, and expand visibility

Academic institutions turning into digital content factories
Content Type / Unit

Count – 2001

Count – 2021

Absolute Growth

Source

Journal Articles / Faculty Publications

26.0M

58.1M

200%+

Scopus

OA Journals

300 (2003)

16,000

5000%+

DOAJ

Dissertations & Theses

2.6M

5.2M

100%

ProQuest

Conference Proceedings

1.5M

8.1M

500%+

Scopus

Books, Chapters, MRWs

0.4M

4.0M

900%+

Scopus

Images

0.7M (2013)

10.8M

1500%+

DPLA

Videos (non-academic proxy)

6 (hours uploaded /
min; 2007)

500 (hours uploaded /
min; 2019)

8000%+

YouTube

Special Coll./ Archives (# of universities as proxy)

7,900

50,000

600%+

Univ. Directory
Worldwide

Research Datasets

2.7M

18.7M

~700%

Mendeley Data

Digital asset growth is exponential due to the rising number of devices that are conduits for digital media

Digital Commons Repository Suite
Digital Commons helps institutions increase visibility and build a global reputation. A digital platform for all the institution’s
research output, Digital Commons is extensible as an institution’s needs change and grow over time.

Highlight Faculty Publications
DC Repository

Manage Research Data
DC Data

Curate Digital Scholarship
DC Exhibits

Elevate Diamond OA Journals
DC Publishing

Create a showcase out of your
researcher’s published and
pre-published works

Drive forward your Research Data
Management program, with
specialized tools to store,
manage, curate, share and
preserve data.

Curate exhibits of research
projects and portfolios of works to
highlight key moments of your
institution’s scholarship.

Launch and develop an OA
journal publishing program to
drive readership, downloads, and
citations.

Digital Commons Roadmap
Released

•
•
•

As of Apr 2022
Subject to change to best meet needs of our community
Projects in “Exploring” phase are not guaranteed, and are subject to
feasibility assessments and validation of the value to our community

Exploring

Building

Harvesting Tool
Automated, easier IR population
• Scopus harvesting
• Expanded duplication check
• Pure harvesting
• Unpaywall OA labels
• ORCID harvesting
• PubMed harvesting
• Sherpa Romeo integration

Batch Upload File Manager
Upload multiple files from your
desktop for batch ingest

Outbound API (Real-time)
Obtain custom metadata of IR
content in real-time

Outbound Pure Integration
Automatically import records from
Digital Commons into Pure

DC Exhibit Solution (DCX)
• Tell institution’s unique stories
• Display awesome-looking
special collections, archives,
faculty web pages

DCX Embedded Content
Embed videos, widgets, and
other content into DCX section
pages

DCX Compound Objects

DCX Narratives

Digital Commons Data (DCD)
Advanced data repository
capabilities integrated with Digital
Commons

DCD Readership Dashboards

DCD Private Datasets

DCJ: DOIs for faculty-led
journals
DOIs automatically assigned for
peer-reviewed journals with ISSN

DCJ Modern Journal Designs

DC Journals (DCJ): Editorial
Manager Integration
Reviewer finder, anti-plagiarism,
and advanced editorial tools

Security Enhancements

EGS Affiliation Check

SSRN Harvesting

Enhanced Download Filtering

Impact Case Studies
EGS API / Export

SAML/ Shibboleth
SSO

Efficiently provide a comprehensive digital view of research output
Content Type / Unit

Count – 2001

Count – 2021

Absolute Growth

Source

Journal Articles / Faculty Publications

26.0M

58.1M

200%+

Scopus

OA Journals

300 (2003)

16,000

5000%+

DOAJ

Dissertations & Theses

2.6M

5.2M

100%

ProQuest

Conference Proceedings

1.5M

8.1M

500%+

Scopus

Books, Chapters, MRWs

0.4M

4.0M

900%+

Scopus

Images

0.7M (2013)

10.8M

1500%+

DPLA

Videos (non-academic proxy)

6 (hours uploaded /
min; 2007)

500 (hours uploaded /
min; 2019)

8000%+

YouTube

Special Coll./ Archives (# of universities as proxy)

7,900

50,000

600%+

Univ. Directory
Worldwide

Research Datasets

2.7M

18.7M

~700%

Mendeley Data

Digital Commons Institutional Repository

Towards a self-serve, automated IR experience

•

Supports multiple content types:
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Faculty Scholarship & Research
Student Work & ETDs
Journal Publishing
Data Management
Conferences & Events
Open Educational Resources & Books
Archives & Special Collections

•

Accurate, visually compelling
analytics

•

Industry-leading search engine
optimization

•

Secure storage to meet
preservation needs

•

Scalable, hosted, fully supported
technology

Even while non-article content has exploded, the need for faculty
publications/articles in the IR has intensified:

…BEFORE

…NOW

• Faculty publications for OA’s
sake
• Evolving funding body
deposit policies and
mandates

•
•
•

•

Faculty publications for OA’s sake
Evolving funding body deposit policies and
mandates
Strategic services for supporting
institutional research enterprise
• Comprehensive reporting on faculty/
research output
• Showcasing articles to broaden
readership and demonstrate impact
• Strengthen faculty engagement and
interest in IR
Institutional OA policies and mandates

But to achieve this…
•
•
•

•

Faculty publications for OA’s sake
Evolving funding body deposit policies
and mandates
Strategic services for supporting
institutional research enterprise
• Comprehensive reporting on
faculty/ research output
• Showcasing articles to broaden
readership and demonstrate
impact
• Strengthen faculty engagement
and interest in IR
Institutional OA policies and mandates

Requires this…
•
•

Comprehensiveness of records
Full-text (as much as possible)

An IR team either needs more
resources, or an efficient workflow

Digital Commons IR Product Roadmap
•

Recently released
− Harvesting Tool (Scopus, Pure, PubMed,
ORCID)
− Batch Upload File Manager

•

In development
− Security enhancements

•

Exploring
− Content Inventory enhancements

Have ideas for future development or want to
join our testing group?
Contact Shandon Quinn at s.quinn@elsevier.com

“Batch Upload File Manager”: an intuitive self-serve feature enabling users to upload
files directly from their computer for batch ingest into Digital Commons

DC IR Case Study: Western University
Increasing workflow efficiency to add hundreds of more faculty
publication records to the IR
•

Challenge: Limited resources for an anticipated
increase in what is described as a “cumbersome and
time-consuming” effort

•

Solution: Create a new, more streamlined workflow
using Digital Commons harvesting tool combined
with other tools.

•

Outcome: Over 1000 Bone & Joint Institute records
added to the IR in 2020 using the new workflow, vs.
less than 20 in 2019 using the old workflow.

Data management (in all its forms) going digital
Content Type / Unit

Count – 2001

Count – 2021

Absolute Growth

Source

Journal Articles / Faculty Publications

26.0M

58.1M

200%+

Scopus

OA Journals

300 (2003)

16,000

5000%+

DOAJ

Dissertations & Theses

2.6M

5.2M

100%

ProQuest

Conference Proceedings

1.5M

8.1M

500%+

Scopus

Books, Chapters, MRWs

0.4M

4.0M

900%+

Scopus

Images

0.7M (2013)

10.8M

1500%+

DPLA

Videos (non-academic proxy)

6 (hours uploaded /
min; 2007)

500 (hours uploaded /
min; 2019)

8000%+

YouTube

Special Coll./ Archives (# of universities as proxy)

7,900

50,000

600%+

Univ. Directory
Worldwide

Research Datasets

2.7M

18.7M

~700%

Mendeley Data

Digital Commons Data
Tools to successfully drive forward your Research Data Management program
•

100GB per dataset in multiple formats
(limit can be increased on demand)

•

Projects workspace for researchers to
collaborate on ongoing projects
securely

•

Integration with existing cloud or
institutional local storage

•

Versioning, customized metadata, and
moderation workflows to facilitate RDM
best practices

•

Restricted access options for
confidential data

•

Custom branding

•

Featured collections

DCD Product Roadmap
•

Recently released
− Integration with third party storage

•

In development
− Infrastructure migration/upgrade (increased
robustness, security and speed)
− DC Readership Dashboard (show client
administrators the readership by countries,
institutions, and timelines)

•

In research:
− DC Data Private Datasets (store, manage and
access datasets that are meant to be private,
with no metadata or files available to the public)
Have ideas for future development or want to join
our testing group?
Contact Luca Belletti at l.belletti@elsevier.com

DCD Case Study: University of Milano – Bicocca
A new Research Data Management Platform to support and drive forward the university’s open
data program and open science policy

• Challenge: the university’s existing research
information system was not capable of supporting
its growing research data needs
• Solution: Digital Commons Data provided a
user-friendly solution, with a strong, simple
interface encouraging researchers to adopt new
ways of working in support of research data
management
• Outcome: They were able to harvest 2000
datasets in one go and now have an automated
way to track and report on research data output,
saving them a lot of time and effort.

Increasing digital access to physical artifacts and supporting multimedia, born-digital projects
Content Type / Unit

Count – 2001

Count – 2021

Absolute Growth

Source

Journal Articles / Faculty Publications

26.0M

58.1M

200%+

Scopus

OA Journals

300 (2003)

16,000

5000%+

DOAJ

Dissertations & Theses

2.6M

5.2M

100%

ProQuest

Conference Proceedings

1.5M

8.1M

500%+

Scopus

Books, Chapters, MRWs

0.4M

4.0M

900%+

Scopus

Images

0.7M (2013)

10.8M

1500%+

DPLA

Videos (non-academic proxy)

6 (hours uploaded /
min; 2007)

500 (hours uploaded /
min; 2019)

8000%+

YouTube

Special Coll./ Archives (# of universities as proxy)

7,900

50,000

600%+

Univ. Directory
Worldwide

Research Datasets

2.7M

18.7M

~700%

Mendeley Data

Digital Commons Exhibits (DCX)
A Louvre site for every institution

Modern, attractive interface
•

Based on best museum sites in the world

•

Multiple customization options

•

Out-of-the-box – no coding required

Exhibit-building tools
•

Curate digital assets

•

Create interactive narratives

•

Embed third-party content

Digital asset management tools
•

Create custom metadata

•

Add any file type

•

Archived in S3

Unlimited storage and support
•

Any file size accepted

•

No limits on storage

•

No cap on support hours

DCX Product Roadmap
•

Recently released
− Item page improvements

•

In development
− Compound objects (in testing)

•

In research
− Scrolling narratives

Have ideas for future development or want
to join our testing group?
Contact Ann Connolly at
aconnolly@bepress.com

DCX Case Study: Utah State University
Finding a tool to exhibit digitally-born classroom projects

Challenges:
• Pandemic prevented possibility of a
physical exhibition
• Other platforms didn’t lend
themselves very well to digital art
exhibitions
Solution: DCX provided an online
option to create and exhibit a digitallyborn classroom project

Outcome: An attractive, theme-based,
multi-media exhibition that provides a
more museum-like experience

Modernizing digital journals to support multimedia outputs,
streamline operations, and expand visibility
Content Type / Unit

Count – 2001

Count – 2021

Absolute Growth

Source
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900%+
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500 (hours uploaded /
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YouTube
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600%+
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Worldwide

Research Datasets

2.7M

18.7M

~700%

Mendeley Data

Digital Commons Journals
Helping institutions improve the visibility and impact of their journals

•

Professional Designs

•

Visibility and
Internationalization

•

Easy-to-Use Workflows

•

Expert Guidance

•

Easy-to-Scale

Digital Commons Journals product roadmap
•

Recently released
o DOIs for all faculty-led journals
o New tiers of Publishing Services

•

In development
o Modern Journal Designs

•

In research
o Interoperability enhancements (improved
feeds)
o DC Journals Portal

Have ideas for future development or want to join our
testing group?
Contact Promita Chatterji at pchatterji@bepress.com

Case Study: University of Indonesia
Migration to Digital Commons helps UI ensure stable platform
and accelerate goals for journal improvement
Challenges:
•
Large number of journals, but current platform was out of date,
shaky, and experiencing hacking and other security concerns
•
Different journals were on different versions. Tech team and
editors were suffering
Solution:
• Moved journals over to DC in waves - ensure comfort with DC and
have buy-in from editors
• Strong working relationship with DC Consulting Rep established
• Workshops were held / together with journal improvement and
indexing workshop
Outcomes:
• 38 journals on DC so far with up to 50 expected
• Nearly 650,000 downloads since 2019
• Editors happy to be working on DC – more stable platform
• One of the journals has gotten accepted into Scopus and two
others are in process.

Accepted in
Scopus!

Digital Commons Repository Suite
Digital Commons helps institutions increase visibility and build a global reputation. A digital platform for all the institution’s
research output, Digital Commons is extensible as an institution’s needs change and grow over time.

Highlight Faculty Publications
DC Repository

Manage Research Data
DC Data

Curate Digital Scholarship
DC Exhibits

Elevate Diamond OA Journals
DC Publishing

Create a showcase out of your
researcher’s published and
pre-published works

Drive forward your Research Data
Management program, with
specialized tools to store,
manage, curate, share and
preserve data.

Curate exhibits of research
projects and portfolios of works to
highlight key moments of your
institution’s scholarship.

Launch and develop an OA
journal publishing program to
drive readership, downloads, and
citations.

Would you like to be a part of our testing group?
E-mail us at:
product@bepress.com

Questions?

